
THE TASTING PANEL
Beligum is still the greatest brewing nation on earth and a source of 

inspiration to brewers and drinkers all over the world. But that’s not to say 
other nations can’t make stuff just as good!

Bertinchamps Tripel vs Lost and Grounded Apophenia
Since founding just over a year ago, most of the love for Lost and Grounded’s beers 
has been directed at its German and American tinged beers. But the Belgian varieties 
are the ones we look forward too most (except maybe a Friday afternoon Kellerpils). 
Apophenia is a blindingly simple sounding Abbey tripel – one Belgian yeast, one pale 
malt, some hops – but the result is a complex and delicious tripel with lots of banana, 
clove, citrus peel and apple. 

Bertinchamps’s Tripel is much more peppery and spicy, with a floral character from 
the Belgian hops too, but with more sweet malt to balance it. It starts a little sweet, 
then dries out to make it a great aperitif while we’d rather drink Apophenia with a 
cheeseboard or after a meal.

Deseveaux Avena Saison vs Burning Sky Saison a la Provision
A slight confession with this one – these are very different beers. What we actually 
wanted to point out with this comparison is the fact that in some ways Britain has 
become even more daring with its saisons that Belgium. La Provision is secondary 
fermented with lactobacillus and brett yeast to turn it lightly tart, lemony and sherberty. 
We think it’s one of the best saisons in the world, let alone in the UK. 

Meanwhile, Avena is a spicy beer that has a hint of barnyard but otherwise strikes it 
straight down the line. Being bone dry and a relatively modest 5.5% makes it a brilliantly 
refreshing pale beer, ideal for swigging back after a long day in the fields as was the 
saison’s historic use. That said, many of the first saisons would have been mixed ferm, 
so Burning Sky may be closer to tradition. 

Siphon Damme Nation vs Buxton Anglo-Belgian IPA
While many UK and US breweries take inspiration from Belgium, inspiration going 
the other way is rarer. But there are some breweries making stunning hop-forward 
American-style beers. Siphon, a new brewery from just outside Bruges, make rich and 
complex modern Belgian beers that are better than they have any right to be given how 
small and accidental the place seems. Damme Nation combines a clean yeast and 
smooth caramel malt body with classic American hops and techniques to make for a 
bittersweet, piney IPA. Buxton’s Anglo-Belgian IPA, meanwhile, uses a Belgian yeast to 
add soft stone fruit and banana to a more citrusy hop profile, showing where traditional 
Belgian brewing meets the modern world.



Duchesse de Bourgogne vs Wild Beer Modus Operandi
The Flemish red is an acquired taste but one well worth persevering with because of 
the complexity you can tease out and enjoy. Marking the place where wine, cider and 
beer all meet this style is known for its  balsamic acidity, cherry richness and oaky 
dryness. 

Duchesse is one of the iconic examples, leading with lots of caramel sweetness before 
all the complexity seeps through to confound and delight the palate. Wild Beer’s version, 
by contrast, is much drier and oakier as well as lighter on the finish, which exposes a 
bretty funk not so evident in the Duchesse.

De Leite Bon Homme vs Unity Quorum
De Leite might just be the most underrated brewery in Belgium, and their barrel-aged 
beers blow us away every time we try them. Even in the home of great beer though, you 
need something that appeals to the wider audience and that is what Bon Homme is – a 
beautiful, surprisingly light Belgian dubbel with lots of red berry, nuttiness, cinnamon 
chocolate and even a little red wine acidity too. 

Quorum takes similar tasting notes, but brings out the chocolate and spice with some 
cacoa nibs and cardamom, which adds to the depth of the beer and makes it taste far 
bigger than the 5.5% it’s slated as.


